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After visiting his father in Arkham Sanitarium, young Howard Lovecraft accidentally uses the legendary
Necronomicon to open a portal to a strange frozen world filled with magical creatures and a great adventure.



HOWARD LOVECRAFT AND THE FROZEN KINGDOM



After conquering R'yleh and the Frozen Kingdom young Howard Lovecraft must now travel to the Undersea
Kingdom in order to free his captured family, protect three mysterious magical books, and prevent the impending
wrath of Cthulhu.



HOWARD LOVECRAFT AND THE UNDERSEA KINGDOM



After returning from the Undersea Kingdom, young Howard Lovecraft is visited by a familiar stranger claiming to
be his uncle, they must then travel to Antarctica and enlist the help of a few old friends in order to discover the
Kingdom of Madness and preventing Nyarlathotep from destroying our planet.



HOWARD LOVECRAFT AND THE KINGDOM OF MADNESS



Joe Beck has lost the love of his life thanks to a Pixie's Curse and he now needs to figure out how to get his girl
back, learn more about the mysterious Pixies and undo a bad deed he did long ago.



PIXIES



When a robot girl explores the wonders of an ordinary world, she meets an amazing mutant boy. They build a
friendship that must transcend the conflict between their warring families.



CLOCKWORK GIRL



A century after the Wicked Witch, the Emerald City is at the mercy of a once-revered hero, and salvation comes
from the wrench of young Victoria Wright. Rediscover old friends and meet new heroes in this new tale set in the
Land of Oz.



The STEAM ENGINE of OZ



A celebrity panda must save the world from evil invaders with the help of alien friends and a magic medallion.
Just one problem: He doesn't have idea how it works.



PANDA vs. ALIENS



When a mysterious black goop reaches his idyllic undersea town, a brave and selfless parrot fish must cross the
ocean to find its source and fix it before his coral reef is destroyed.



GO FISH



“An informative health message warmly wrapped in a witty tale about South African family
relationships.” (SARAH CARTLAND - Caution Spoilers)



3 TEASPOONS of SUGAR


